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U.G. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2019 

Commerce 

Allied — SECRETARIAL PRACTICE – I 

(CBCS – 2014 onwards) 

Time : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10  2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. Who is a secretary? 

 ö\¯»º Gß£Áº ¯õº? 

2. Who may appoint the secretary of a company? 

 {Ö© ö\¯»øµ ¯õº {¯ª¨£º? 

3. Write any two functions of controller of capital issues? 

 ‰»uÚzøu Pmk¨£kzx® Bøn¯›ß H÷uÝ® C¸ 
£oPøÍ SÔUP. 

4. What do you mean by “Promoters”? 

 “E¸ÁõUS£ÁºPÒ” Gß£x £ØÔ E©x P¸zx ¯õx? 

5. What is meant by statement in Lieu of Prospectus? 

 uPÁ»ÔUøPUS £vÀ ©õØÖ AÔUøP GßÓõÀ GßÚ? 

6. What is a prospectus? 

 uPÁ»ÔUøP GßÓõÀ GßÚ? 
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7. What do you mean by notice of meeting? 

 Tmh AÔÂ¨¦ £ØÔ } AÔÁx ¯õx? 

8. What is a requisitioned meeting? 

 ÷Ásk÷PõÒ Âkzx |hzx® Tmh® GßÓõÀ GßÚ? 

9. When special resolutions required? 

 ]Ó¨¦ wº©õÚ® G¨÷£õx ÷uøÁ¨£kQÓx? 

10. Write short notes on Annual General Meeting. 

 Bsk ö£õxU Tmhzøu¨ £ØÔ ]Ö SÔ¨¦ ÁøµP. 

 Part B  (5  5 = 25) 

Answer all the questions. 

11. (a) How is the secretary of a company appointed? 

  {Ö©a ö\¯»º G[VÚ® {¯ªUP¨£kQÓõº? 

Or 

 (b)  Explain the role of Routine secretary. 

   ÁÇUP©õÚ ö\¯»›ß £[øP ÂÁ›. 

12. (a) What are the secretarial duties in connection with 

allotment of shares? 

£[S JxURmiß ÷£õx ö\¯»›ß Phø©PÒ ¯õøÁ? 

Or 

 (b)  Explain the duties of the secretary at the 

incorporation stage. 

   {Ö©z öuõhUP {ø»°À {Ö©a ö\¯»›ß £oPÒ 
£ØÔ £mi¯¼kP. 
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13. (a) List down the duties of Company Secretary 

regarding alteration of Articles. 

\mh•øÓ Hk ©õØÓ® \®£¢u¨£mh {Ö©a ö\¯»›ß 
£oPÒ £ØÔ £mi¯¼kP. 

Or 

 (b)  What are the relevant documents prepared by 

secretary at the time of promotion of a company? 

   {Ö©z ÷uõØÖÂzu¼ß ö\¯»º u¯õ›UP ÷Ási¯ 
BÁn[PÒ ¯õøÁ? 

14. (a) Enumerate the objects of holding the statutory 

meeting. 

\mh•øÓU Tmh® |hzxÁvß ÷|õUP® £ØÔ TÖP. 

Or 

 (b)  Give an account of quorum in AGM. 

   Bsk ö£õxU TmhzvÀ SøÓöÁs £ØÔ ]Ö SÔ¨¦ 
ÁøµP. 

15. (a) Explain the ordinary resolution. 

  \õuõµn wº©õÚ® £ØÔ ÂÁ›. 

Or 

 (b)  Explain : Motion. 

   ÂÁ› : ¤÷µµøÚ. 

 Part C  (3  10 = 30) 

Answer any three questions. 

16. Explain the Rights of Company secretary. 

 {Ö© ö\¯»›ß E›ø©PøÍ ÂÁ›. 

17. Explain the role of secretary in getting the licence for the 

company. 

 {Ö© E›©® ö£Öu¼À ö\¯»›ß £[QøÚ ÂÁ›UP. 
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18. What are the consequences of Mis-statement in 

prospectus? 

 uPÁ»ÔUøP°ß uÁÓõÚ uPÁÀPÐUPõÚ ¤ß ÂøÍÄPÒ 
¯õøÁ? 

19. State the legal provisions regarding proxies. 

 ©õØÓõÒ öuõhº£õÚ \mh ÂvPøÍU TÖ. 

20. What do you mean by notice of the meeting? Explain its 

contents. 

 Tmh AÔÂ¨¦ Gß£uØS } En¸® ö£õ¸Ò ¯õx? Auß 
EÒÍhUP[PøÍ ÂÍUSP. 
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